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ACCESS AGREEMENT 
 

between 
 

LONDON SOUTH BANK UNIVERSITY 
 

and 
 

THE OFFICE FOR FAIR ACCESS 
 
 
 
1  The University’s Mission and Context 
 
Access, progression, student achievement and employment are all central to the 
University’s raison d’etre and have been for well over a century – ever since the 
institution’s establishment as the Borough Road Polytechnic Institute in 1892. A 
teaching-led University with a strong commitment to applied research, the University 
today is seeking to build on its proud record of service “to the poor and disadvantaged of 
South London” and on its traditional strengths in vocational and professional education. 
Indeed we aspire, as articulated in our new strategic plan, to be an agency of regeneration 
in the inner city, a “University of opportunity” that will endeavour to meet the needs of 
all our stakeholders. 
 
This aspiration bears testament to the University’s enduring commitment to widening 
participation as well as the success of the University in fulfilling its original historic 
purpose. For today, in whichever way access is measured, London South Bank University 
is one of the most socially inclusive Universities in the UK.  
 
Examination of our student profile for 2003-4, for example, reveals that over half of the 
University’s 21,000 students are from ethnic minority communities, compared with 15% 
of students nationally, and no fewer than 90% were over 21 years of age on entry. Of the 
8,382 full-time undergraduate entrants, 65% were mature compared with 27% nationally, 
96% were from state schools or colleges (88% nationally), 44% were from social classes 
IIIM, IV and V (29% nationally), and 17% were from neighbourhoods with low 
participation rates in higher education (14% nationally).  
 
More than that, these LSBU proportions of full-time undergraduate entrants are not only 
substantially higher than the national averages they are also significantly better than the 
HEFCE location-adjusted benchmark figures too: 96% compared with 92% for state 
school entrants; 44% compared with 38% for social classes IIIM, IV and V; and 17% 
compared with 12% for low participation neighbourhoods. We are tremendously proud of 
this achievement and intend both to safeguard and to build on it in the future.  
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2 Tuition Fees 
 
Like other Universities London South Bank University too has had to consider how best 
to “square the circle” of meeting the needs of our students and fulfilling on the one hand 
our institutional obligations and aspirations with, on the other that of the cost of making 
up for a severe shortfall in past investment while maintaining on-going provision. Like 
the majority of Universities, London South Bank has chosen to introduce a flat-rate 
tuition fee of £3,000 (£3225 for 2009/10) for all our full-time HEFCE-funded 
undergraduate degree courses, wherever taught – including those offered by partner and 
connected institutions.  
 
This levy will also be applied to our Foundation Degree, Foundation Year (Extended 
Degree) and HND programs where they are offered solely by the University. 
 
In the case of Foundation Degree, Foundation Year (Extended Degree) and HND 
programs which are delivered either solely by franchise at our partner institutions or both 
at the University and by franchise, fees will be charged at the standard regulated amount 
and therefore do not form part of our OFFA agreement 
 
3 Bursaries and Outreach 
 
We do not intend the introduction of variable fees to compromise the University’s 
tradition and commitment to widening participation. As such, we will use a significant 
proportion of our additional fee income within a range of 20% to 30%, subject to further 
analysis of our market position: 
 
 - Not so much to engage in still further outreach activity. We believe we already 
make a very significant contribution in this area (as outlined below and) as demonstrated 
by our record of achievement, and we will be seeking to sustain this proportionate level 
of activity in the future too (assuming that HEFCE likewise also continues to maintain its 
current level of financial commitment). 
 
 - (But) to provide bursaries to those of our students who are most at risk of 
incurring financial hardship; i.e. students from poor backgrounds and those who just miss 
out on full state support.  
 
In honouring our commitment to provide the (£300) minimum level of bursary support to 
all our students on full state support, for example, will, by itself, mean that we will be 
offering support to almost three-quarters of our full-time undergraduate population – 71% 
of whom currently do not pay any fees at all because they come from households with an 
annual income of less than £15,200.  
 
These annual bursaries will take the form of cash payments and/or support in kind. We 
intend to be flexible in our approach to the deployment of our bursary provision subject 
to further research and analysis of our undergraduate student markets. We believe this is 
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the best way of meeting the needs and also safeguarding the interests of our particular 
full-time undergraduate student body.   
 
 
4.  Provision of Financial Information to Students 
 
In addition to the financial guidance to students that is readily available on the 
University’s website and in the University’s prospectuses, we also publish annually two 
well-established specialist brochures offering financial information to all our students 
both existing and prospective. One, the “Funding Guide for LSBU Students” outlines in 
summary form all the potential sources of financial support available to students – e.g. 
HE Grant; Student Loans; the Access to Learning Fund; LSBU Charitable Fund Scheme 
– in a clear and user-friendly manner outlining “What is Available”, “How much is 
Available”; How do you Apply”; “If it is income-assessed”; How it is Paid” and “Is it 
Repayable”. The other publication “Money Matters: A Guide for LSBU Students” offers 
a more detailed guide to these sources of support as well as advice on financial planning 
and money management.  
 
Both these brochures are published by our Personal Development Advice (PDA) Team in 
our student-facing Learning Support Services and distributed throughout the University, 
and in particular via. Student Information Centres based in each of the University’s four 
Faculties. Our PDA team also seeks to address the financial needs of students through 
financial support workshops, quick query sessions and by individual appointment. 
Likewise “The Funding Guide for LSBU Students” is also included in the Student 
Information and Induction Pack and is a feature of their formal induction programme to 
the University. 
 
This system – the quality of the published information, its dissemination and the PDA 
service – has worked extremely well in practice. The speedy and efficient utilisation of 
our (£1M. +) Access to Learning Fund, for instance, testifies to the effective 
dissemination of our published information in this regard, as indeed does the favourable 
student feedback that has been received in the University’s annual student satisfaction 
survey. The University is committed to service excellence and this year, in addition to the 
above, the University has introduced a service level agreement scheme, and the PDA 
service will – like all other services across the University – be formally monitored and 
evaluated on a regular basis to ensure that it continues to maintain a top quality service.  
 
We intend, therefore, to use the same means both to communicate and administer the new 
bursary scheme of financial support which will take effect from 2006-7. Information on 
the scheme will be included in the University’s two guides and published as it is now, 12 
months in advance of the forthcoming year of study. We will, in addition, simultaneously 
publish an addendum to our University prospectus outlining the new fees and bursary 
arrangements, which will also, of course, be made available through our website. This 
information will also be disseminated to our well-established admissions network to local 
school and colleges and through our University and Departmental “Open Days” for 
prospective students. We are reviewing the capacity of our financial support service and 
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will extend it to meet the corresponding demand for advice and guidance and for 
administration, which the shift to the new financial arrangements will entail.  
 
 
5. Outreach Work  
 
The nature and volume of our outreach activity is both extensive and intensive and its 
effectiveness – as indicated above – is demonstrated by the fact that we are not only well 
above the national averages for widening participation, but also exceed our location-
adjusted benchmark expectation set by the HEFCE.  
 
We have a dedicated central service team; a Widening Participation Unit comprising 
approximately a dozen staff, as well as a Community Outreach Officer and a Learning 
Development Centre offering pre-entry and post-entry support, in addition to the 
University Admissions team. All of these specifically devoted to supporting and 
advancing the University’s widening participation strategy. 
 
Our outreach work aims to: 
 

- inspire young people and members of the local community about the 
possibilities offered by higher education  

- support local learners enabling them to achieve the skills necessary for 
success in higher education  

- develop progression pathways and curriculum support projects in a number of 
vocational areas to improve the accessibility of higher education to local 
learners 

 
And our particular target groups are: 
 

- those whose cultural and social circumstances make them less likely to 
consider residential higher education provision away from their home or 
indeed to consider higher education at all 

- those aged 18 who have underachieved because of social circumstances and 
have the potential to benefit from higher education 

- socially excluded and at risk groups including those with prior health 
problems which may have been a barrier to progression, newly established 
ethnic minority groups, estate communities, lone parents, young African-
Caribbean and white males, et al. 

- gifted and talented students from local schools in neighborhoods where 
participation in higher education is low.   

 
We pursue our outreach work through a range of collaborative partnerships we have 
developed and established with local schools and colleges, Connexions, Aimhigher 
coordinators in LEAs, schools and colleges, 14 to 19 forums, Education Business 
Partnerships, the Community Consultative Council and employers. We also work with 
other Universities: King’s College, London; Goldsmith’s College, London and the 
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University of Greenwich - within the Aimhigher partnership in SE London (ASPIRE) as 
well as the London South Aimhigher partnership based at Kingston University.  
 
We currently provide pre-entry and post-entry dedicated learning support for 
approximately 9,000 students and in our outreach activity embrace around 4,000 young 
people annually through a variety of initiatives such as:    
 

- a wide range of action planning  and taster events for school and college 
students and members of community organizations. These include Aiming 
High events for 140 year 10 pupils from Southwark schools (organised jointly 
with Southwark College and Connexions), Aiming High events for 160 year 
11 pupils from Lambeth schools (organised jointly with Connexions), a 
Festival of Chemistry for 60 year 7 pupils from SE England (organised jointly 
with the Salters Company), 9-High events for 160 pupils from Lewisham 
Schools, 200 pupils from Lambeth Schools and 150 pupils from Southwark 
Schools (ASPIRE events).  We also run a number of subject specific taster 
days aimed at Further Education students in Engineering, Media, Tourism and 
Hospitality, Health and Food Technology.  And we also organize 
“Introduction to Higher Education” mornings run for several sets of 40 Year 
10 pupils, attended mainly by Schools from Greenwich.  

 
- an Associate Student Scheme embracing 350-500 students every year from a 

variety of community groups (e.g. Camberwell Foyer), Access courses in 
local colleges and school sixth forms. The scheme provides free access to the 
University’s facilities – library, computer centre, careers guidance, student 
cafes and bars et al – during the year prior to entry.  

 
- Summer schools. In 2004 we provided 80 non-residential places for year 11 

pupils and 60 places for year 10 pupils. This is one of the few non-residential 
offers in London and particularly aims to attract and make provision for pupils 
who might not otherwise attend residential schools (e.g. Muslim girls). 

 
- Our Learning Communities initiative which recruits and trains 120 university 

student volunteers annually to work on a variety of mentoring and ambassador 
schemes. We were, for example, one of the pioneers in the National 
Mentoring Pilot Project (NMPP) which recruits university students to work on 
a one-to-one basis with pupils in local schools to raise achievement for year 
10 and year 11 pupils. We also have Community ambassadors who help in 
raising the aspiration and achievement of pupils attending study skills centres 
at Millwall FC and Queens Park Rangers FC and a range of other local 
community providers. Our ASPIRE ambassadors assist with curriculum 
enrichment projects in specific subject areas and all our Student ambassadors 
work on a variety of Open Days and HE information events giving talks on 
Student Life, Applying Through UCAS and How To Choose a University 
Course. 
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- Our award-winning LEAP Learning Festival aims to give local young people 
a taste of the exciting employment opportunities available to them on 
London’s South Bank. Run for the first time in 2004 the Festival took place in 
a number of venues along the South Bank including Tate Modern, the London 
Eye, Bankside Restaurant, Vinopolis. The sponsors included HSBC, Lifschutz 
Davidson, ITV London, British Airways London Eye, Bankside Restaurants, 
Blue Elephant Theatre Company, SE London NHS Workforce Development 
Confederation, Southwark College, Rambert Dance Company, Great 
Expectations in Lambeth, Positive Action for Young People in Lambeth. The 
event attracted some 500 young people to a variety of interactive workshops. 
The event is being repeated in July 2005. 

 
- a Community Outreach project in collaboration with the Community 

Consultative Council focusing on awareness-raising with hard-to-reach groups 
(e.g. estate communities) through Community-based Information Centres. 

 
- a Law in Schools project. In 2004 we worked with three secondary schools 

using law student volunteers for law project work which culminated in a mock 
trial held at the university.  In 2005 we will be repeating the mock trial and 
providing student ambassadors to support AS Law students in their studies 
outside of school hours. 

 
- Excellence Fellowships. Our Widening Participation Unit has hosted three 

secondees from local FE Colleges to undertake research projects relating to 
student decision-making with regard to HE.   

 
- Progression Pathways and Curriculum Matching. We are engaged in 

collaborative work with local providers in six vocational areas: construction, 
health, social sciences, arts and media, leisure and tourism, design technology. 
Cross sectoral groups have been convened in each case to develop a range of 
curriculum matching projects to ensure local progression for approximately 
300 students in local schools and colleges. The work in progression in travel 
and tourism (Travel Far project), for example, is being conducted in 
partnership with the local Education Business Partnership and the Cross River 
Partnership. 

 
- Transition programs or “stepping stones” to enable local school, college and 

adult students to progress successfully to higher education. These include a 
“Fast Track” summer programme in maths, communication and IT, a pre-
study English course for non-native speakers and the University’s extended 
degree course, an accredited programme of preparatory skills for higher 
education for Access course students; all of which currently embrace an 
enrolment in excess of 500 students. 

 
- Learning needs assessment and study skills support including provision for 

students with dyslexia and disabilities. [The proportion of LSBU full-time 
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undergraduate students in receipt of a Disability Support Allowance in 2003-4 
was 4.7% compared with the national proportion of 2.5% and a location-
adjusted benchmark of 2.6%]. 

 
- Preparatory learning support material to ease student transition into HE; e.g. 

Personal Development Planner; Core Skills Survival Guide; Enabling You 
(for applicants with disabilities). 

 
- A Careers Centre and Job Shop for students while they are “on course” too, as 

well as at the end of their studies. A service which focuses on the career 
development needs of local and ethnic minority students, and acts as an 
agency in providing student with part-time work opportunities.    

 
 
6. Milestones and Monitoring 
 
Over the next five years we plan to develop and take forward our work around four main 
priorities: 
 

- Developing and extending our external partnerships with community partners 
still further 

 
- Collaborating with partners to organize events and activities which inspire 

local people to progress to higher education 
 

- Developing a broader range of local vocational progression pathways and 
curriculum enrichment projects which support student progression and 
success; e.g. 

                         - enabling local school and college students to access and “draw   
      down” units of University programmes in the year prior to entry, such as S  
       Level units in IT and Computing 

                                       - developing and delivering LOCN accredited provision for  
      mature learners in local community venues, such as Peabody Centres 
 
- Disseminating good practice in access and widening participation throughout 

the whole of the University. 
 
We will monitor and evaluate our performance in a variety of ways: 
 

- Through the University’s annual monitoring exercise; an activity that 
embraces all programmes in the University and all members of the Wider 
Management group and is overseen by the Quality and Standards Committee, 
the principal sub-committee of Academic Board. 

 
- Through our Diversity and Equality Unit - which embraces our Faculty 

Diversity Leads – and the University’s Equal Opportunities Committee which 
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also oversees our Race Equality Action Plan and reports directly to Academic 
Board. 

 
- As part of the University’s risk management process conducted on a quarterly 

(year) basis; the outcomes of which is reported directly to the University’s 
Senior Management team and the Board of Governors. 

 
- Through the service level agreements currently being implemented across all 

services in the University. 
 

- Through the internal processes accompanying the annual monitoring return to 
HEFCE at the end of each academic year including that of the Widening 
Participation Strategy Review Group.   

 
Our key performance indicators will remain the location-adjusted benchmarks set by the 
HEFCE. And our target in the future will be to ensure that, at the very minimum, we at 
least meet these benchmarks and preferably, as we currently do now, exceed them. To 
remain true, that is, to our guiding purpose and to continue to be the “University of 
Opportunity” for all our stakeholders in the Capital inner city.       
 
 
 
 
 


